Discussion

Troubled Dialogue
wt ~.~. not detract fromthe value of other
IXcontributions
on the subject if one concedes
that Mr. Dwight Macdonald’s article in the
Decemberissue is the most readable account of
the Milan Conferenceon The Future of Freedom
that has yet appeared. It is natural that this
should be so in view of the rble that Mr. Macdonald has chosen for himself of a dramacritic
reporting on a play. It also follows from this,
however,that, written from his ringside seat,
Mr. Macdonald’sarticle should be more about
the acting and not so muchabout the play. On
the other hand,ProfessorShils’s excellent articles
in the Novemberissue of E~qcou~TEsand the
Decemberissue of the Indian review, Quest,
provideperhapsa better analysis of the processes
of thought to which expression was given at
the Conference.
Mr. Macdonald’scriticism about the inadequacies and shortcomingsof the Conferenceare
in general not unfair. The Conference was undoubtedly too big to function effectively as a
seminar and therefore partook almost inevitably
of the character of a meeting of the United
Nations General Assembly,simultaneous translations and earphones doing their bit to contribute to the atmosphere. Perhaps from this
stemmedthe fact that someleading participants
were unable to divest themselves altogether of
their rble as national statesmen speaking for
their respective countries, while the whole
essence of the Conferencesurely was that individual lovers of freedom had cometogether to
exchange ideas as individuals in no way responsible for the respective policies of their
governments.
On the other hand, if the Conference had
broken up into smaller round-tables in the manner suggested by Mr. Macdonald and others,
the experience of each delegate wouldhave been
limited to hearing and knowingonly a third or
a fourth of the participants; while this way-unsatisfactory as was the five-minute rule and
the ramblingnature of the debate--at least one
had a glimpseinto the mindsof all the interesting personalities whoattended the Conference.
Whenall is said and done, the fact remains
that the Conferencewas an intellectual treat. It
permitted the renewal of old contacts and the

makingof newfriendships. At least to those of
us who came from the periphery of the free
world, the discussions on Freedom and Planning, the economicdevelopmentof the U.S.S.R.
as comparedwith the Democracies, the rble of
the intellectual, and the genuineness of the
Soviet "Thaw," were most stimulating. It is
perhaps a pity that the Conferencemet before
the second Geneva Conference. Otherwise, we
might have had the kind of concrete situation
that contributed to the success of the first Cono.
gress in Berlin in ~95
Both Mr. Macdonaldand Professor Shils have
madeuseful contributions in analysing the respective rbles of the participants whocamefrom
the Westand the East. In view of the vital importance of what have been described, for lack
of a better title, as the "under-developed"
countries, an understanding of the gulf in the
thinking that was revealed is of considerable
importance.
In the West, freedomis assured, security has
been achieved, and thus the approach, as Mr.
Macdonald points out, was a somewhat academic and abstract one. In Asia and Africa,
however,either national independenceand political democracy have not been won or these
freedoms have just been secured and by man),
barely experienced.Also, the actual or potential
freedom is in imminent danger of being lost
through the advanceof Russo-Chinesecolonialism. Hencethe greater intensity of feeling expressed by those from Asia and Africa. Hence
perhaps also the Western inability to understand whyintellectuals in these regions should
feel such a need for a cause with which to
identify themselves. I amnot insensible of the
fact that freedom of choice between different
causes is the essence of democracy,and that no
one panaceacan or should be juxtaposed against
the Soviet myth. But surely there can be a sense
of fellowship even in defence of freedom?I am
glad to find that Mr. Nicolas Nabokov, the
Secretary-General of the Congressfor Cultural
Freedom, in a speech madein Delhi on November 9th on his way to the Far East, described
the aim of the Congressas being that of fostering "discussion in which free menwill clarify
and rediscover their true beliefs and in the
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course of which the brotherhood of freely
thinking men would emerge as a precious byproduct."
If the Editors will permit this reader’s eye to
stray to anotherpagein this issue of ENco~:~qxr.R,
may I say howdisturbing it is to learn from
"Notes from a Diary" by Stephen Spender of
the sad conclusion, to which Mr. George
Kennanhas evidently been driven, of the need
for a divorce betweenEast and West?Considering that almost every Asian present at the Milan
Conference was an anti-Communist, a believer
in freedom, and therefore predisposed towards
friendship towards the West, Mr. Kennan’s
views, as reported by Spender, are somewhat
frightening in their defeatism. No one whohas
seen myarticle on "The Mind of Asia" in the
July issue of ForeignAffairs will accuse meof
being insensible of the exasperation that must
be caused to clear-sighted people like Mr. Kennan by certain aspects of neutralist thought in
this part of the world, but surely this calls for
an effort to build bigger and better bridges by
which to link Eastern and Western thinking
and not for throwing up one’s hands in despair
and permitting yet one more Curtain to be
erected.
In that context, perhaps it is a pity that
neither Mr. Macdonaldnor Professor Shils mentioned the Resolutions adopted by the General
Assemblyof the Congress in Milan on the day
after the Conference concluded. All three of
these Resolutions were concerned with developmentsin the under-developedregions--the first
protesting against the suppression of a liberal
newspaperin a country of Latin America; the
second giving expression to solidarity with Hu
Fengand other Chinese writers whohave fallen
victims to Communist suppression; and the
third giving concrete embodimentto the recognition of the importance of the underdeveloped
regions by all speakers at the MilanConference.
Since this last Resolutionis of somelittle significance as giving shape to what maybe called
our own Point Four Programme, I would like
to be permittedto cite it’.
"Taking note of the strength of sentiment
at the Conference on the Future of Freedom
in regard to the vital importance to the
strength and unity of the peoples of the underdeveloped regions, this General Assemblyof
the Congress for Cultural Freedom recommends to the Executive Committee the desirability of considering ways and means,
through the organisation of the Congressand
otherwise, of giving concrete expressionto the
solidarity of the intellectuals of the free world
with the writers and artists of the underdeveloped regions, such as research in com-

monproblems, assistance in translation and
publication of books, exhib,!tions of paintings
andother artistic activities. ’
M1r¢ooR. Mas^r¢~
Bombay

~ ~t ~ s account of the Milan Conference on
I the "Future of Freedom" published in the
Novemberissue of ENCOUNTER
under the title
"The End of Ideology?", EdwardShils writes
that I there "deniedthe obligation of the richer
countries to provide aid to the poorer countries."
Other membersof the Conference seem to have
taken the view that I had said that such help
should not be given at all. This, as I explained
in a later session, was obviously untrue; but
even Mr. Shils, whocomes nearer the point,
does not convey accurately what I wished to
say, and still think worth saying. I therefore
should like to take this opportunity of unambiguouslystating myposition.
One thing at least must be clear to anyone
whotroubled to consider the implications of the
Milan discussions--though it is by no means
necessary to have been at Milan in order to
grasp it--and that is, that whatevermaybe true
about the "bipolarity" of the contemporary
world from the military or military/political
viewpoint, it patently does not exist in the
sphere of the mind, or in that of popular
emotions. For NorthAtlantica the threat to
freedomis almost wholly today the threat from
the Soviet world; the fate they fear is the fate
of Russia’ssatellites, or at a moresophisticated
level (or if you prefer more ingenuous level)
that of being forced by the very struggle against
it to competewith the Soviet Unioninto practices which wouldassimilate their ownconditions too closely to their assailants’. Withsome
exceptions this wholepreoccupation is alien to
the rest of the non-Sovietworld; and even where
it was obviously felt very strongly at Milan, as
by Mr. M. Masani, its expression could not find
any very straightforward form because of the
necessity
of reconciling
it withthe
general
ideology of the "underdeveloped" countries.
Outside NorthAtlantica, based as it is upon
non-intervention by the West in their affairs,
Mr. Shils’s question, "The End of Ideology?",
could only receive an unqualified negative.
In as far as "freedom" is an evocative word
outside NorthAtlantica, it is so not in the individualist or pluralist sense attached to it in
NorthAtlantica, but in terms of this new
ideology of the "underdeveloped" countries;
and that it is a new ideology is most easily
demonstrated by the fact that it is shared by
people in countries whosesituation in regard to
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the Soviet world on the one hand, and the West
on the other, differs very considerablyfromcase
to case. Countrieslike India or the ArabStates,
which have only relatively recently emerged
from foreign rule or control, talk in the same
accents as West Africans whose countries have
not yet reached independentstatus, or as countries which, like the Latin AmericanStates,
have been independent nations as long as Belgium. The meaningattached to freedom within
this ideology clearly refers to freedomof the
nation rather than to the status of individuals
or groups within it. But the fact that the
ideologysurvives not only the grant of political
independencebut even, as the exampleof India
shows, the assumption of acknowledgedGreat
Power status, shows that its claims are much
wider. Whatthose whoshare this ideology believe is that the peoples to which they belong
have an unqualified claim, not only to political
sovereignty as this was defined in Europein the
heyday of the nation-state, but also to other
concessions on the part of the Western Powers
without which they cannot enjoy their "freedom."
THr heart of the matter is the economic
aspect of the ideology, which is based on
the view that the West, being richer than the
poorer countries outside NorthAtlantica, owes
them aid of a kind which will enable them to
close the gap between their own standards of
living and those of the West, and that the existence of the gap itself is due, at best, to the
callous indifference of the Westto the welfare
of other peoples, and at worst, to a deliberate
holding back in the past of economicdevelopmentin the ex-colonies in the interests of the
metropolitan areas. Andthis demandfor economic aid is of course put forward in terms
which deny any right to those from whomthe
aid comesto supervise its use from the point of
viewof policy or efficiency.
As was pointed out by at least two Asian
speakers at Milan, this attitude has important
repercussions on the internal affairs of newly
enfranchised countries as well as on contemporaryinternational relations. All ideologieshave
their scapegoats, and the function of a scapegoat
is to prevent one from tackling one’s ownweaknesses. If the poverty of somecountries can all
be attributed to outside forces, and with it all
the failings of their social and political systems,
there is no incentive for a rational examination
of what their ownresources can provide and of
what must be done to makethe best use of them.
The attitude that the underdeveloped countries havea legitimate claim for aid is one which
is supported--and was indeed at Milan--by the
argumentthat the alternative is to see these
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countries fall under the Communistyoke. Quite
apart from the natural reluctance of the West
to see further countries fall under Communist
control, it is also argued that the accretion of
strength which this would bring to the Communist bloc is something which the West cannot
afford. If Asia and Africa go, so too will NorthAtlantica. Nowin all such arguments a number
of quite separate questions are raised and in a
dangerouslyconfusedform. Thereis first of all,
the assumption that "poverty equals Communism," that is to say that unless the existing
r~gimes can do more to meet the physical needs
of the people, they will be forced to give wayto
Communist
r6gimeswhowill at least offer to do
more for them, and by sheer ruthlessness may
actually be able to do more,certainly in the short
run. The trouble is that the equation is by no
meansself-evident, and does not correspond to
any historical analysis of how Communism
has
in fact cometo flourish in different societies or
howit has actually comeinto powerin someof
them. And by assuming the equation, one is
probably prevented from thinking this problem
through and coming to a conclusion more in
accordancewith observedfact. This, however,is
not the most dangerous form of this argument;
for it is clear that a healthy social order-other things being equal--is more resistant to
Communist
infiltration in the absence of overwhelmingexternal force, and that one of the
characteristics of sucha healthy social order is a
rate of economicgrowth not too hopelessly out
of accord with the expectations of the more
active and morevocal parts of the population.
A much more insidious argument is that
which assumes that the underdeveloped countries have two alternative paths of economic
growth open to them. They can either choose a
free economy(not necessarily without a good
deal of state intervention of the Westerntype)
and use aid from NorthAtlantica to help achieve
it, or they can choosethe Soviet type of advance
and get Soviet aid in order to do so. In this
sense the underdevelopedcountries see themselves as being put up for auction betweenthe
two great power-blocs,or as exercising on NorthAtlantica a form of direct and perhaps rewarding political blackmail, to which the Egyptian
arms deal with Czechoslovakia mayperhaps be
takenas a political parallel.
The point here is of course that the whole
notion of the world-situation from which this
idea derives is based on an interpretation of the
Soviet attitude which will scarcely survive
serious examination. Aid from the Soviet bloc
cannot in the long run be compatible with the
idea of national self-determination whichis the
root idea of the wholeideologyweare discussing,
because it must ultimately meanincorporation
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within the Soviet bloc and the determination of
productive ~.rowth unattainable under the
the pace and scale of its economicdevelopment present conditions of western capitalism or
socialism. To shift to a systembasedentirely on
in accordance with a central plan. Such ecocriteria of productivity meansthe removalfrom
nomicinvolvementcannot also help but be used
our ownsystem of such checks as are inherent
in order to assist in the transformation of the
in a free trade-unionism and other valued
wholeof society--not just of its economicinstifeatures of it; it meansin fact adoptinga system
tutions--on the Soviet model. Whyshould the
in manyrespects muchcloser to the Soviet one
Russians repudiate their ownideology to suit
the convenience of Asians, or Africans? And --in other wordsa large-scale sacrifice Of individual and group freedoms. Wemay possibly
what sign is there in anything they have done
have no alternative; but we shall certainly wish
or said to lead one to suppose that they intend
to decide for ourselves whether or not this is
to do so? It is not simply that the Asians or
true. If the only way to defend freedom where
Africans wouldbe asked to do without the parit exists is to beginby abolishingit, is it right
liamentary forms of liberal democracy--theyare
to act thus? It has taken centuries for the West
perfectly entitled to say that if they can have
to reach its admittedly imperfect approach to
more bread for the hungry by jettisoning them,
the idea of a free society; oughtit not rather to
that is what they will do. What they must
adopt a Byzantine attitude towards this inheriaccept goes far deeper than this, and means
tance, to concentrate on its preservation and
above all, not just the sacrifice of individual
trust to somemodernequivalent to a fortified
freedoms which they may regard as secondary,
frontier to prevent it from being overwhelmed?
but of national freedomsalso whichis what they
Certainly if we are sincere when we say that
presumably care about most. It is a fact that
"containment"is not enough,that we still hope
China is rapidly disproving the claims once adto see freedombegin to spread within the Comvanced by people like K. M. Pannikar as to
the possibility of separate forms of development munist world itself, it is vital that a living
alternative to the Communist
modelshould exist
within the overall Soviet pattern; but the lesson
somewherein the world.
has not been learned--as has been shown so
Twoother points are worth making in this
abundantly during the visit of Bulganin and
context. In the first place, if the demand
for aid
Khrushchev to India and Burma. The habit of
from NorthAtlantica is couchedin terms of the
using the "Soviet alternative" as a weaponwith
commonthreat from the Soviet bloc, its effecwhichto blackmail the Westis likely to prevent
tiveness-granted the moodsof democratic decany real examination by people in the undertorates--will dependon the degree of intensity
developedcountries as to what that alternative
with whichthis threat presents itself from time
really amountsto.
to time. A relaxation in Soviet pressure may
thus lead to a sudden scaling downof aid and
Normsc is more necessary for the health
render ineffective muchlong-term planning in
of the whole international order than that
the underdevelopedcountries themselves. In-the
the newlyenfranchised countries should find for
themselves foreign policies embodyingtheir own second place, such wholly political arguments
tend to push into the backgroundthe technical
aspirations certainly, but also in accordancewith
questions of the form such aid should take.
objective fact. They must begin by understandUndercolonial rule or in situations where the
ing the Communists,whose pressure upon them
lendingcountry could exercise a degree of politiis in most cases the more immediate. But they
must also do more to understand the West. And cal control, the investment of private capital
took place at rates largely determined by the
they maythen find that the argumentbased on
comparativeprofitability of such investments. It
the alleged self-interest of the West is not as
has been madeclear that most at any rate of the
convincingas they appear to think. Certainly it
recently enfranchised States are in no moodto
is in the interest of NorthAtlantica to prevent
give assurances of the kind that wouldsatisfy
the further expansion of the Soviet bloc and to
private capitalists. Whyshould the latter then
employpart of its resources for that purpose.
risk more Abadans? Furthermore, the employBut there are competing demandsfor these resources, and it is not immediatelyobvious how ment of foreign experts during the transitional
period while an indigenous technical class is
they should be divided as betweenthe needs of
being built up has depended in the past on
armament, those of the weaker members of
special rates of pay, expatriation allowances,and
NorthAtlanticaitself, and finally, those of the
so on. These again nowappear in manyquarters
"underdeveloped" countries. As Peter Wiles
to carry with them a suggestion of the old
pointed out at Milan, to accept the demandsof
the underdevelopedcountries alongside our own superiority claimed by the peoples of NorthAtlantica. On the other hand, why should
peoples’ belief in their right to an increasing
someone from NorthAtlantica,
with many
standard of living, meansto require a rate of
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The Soviet
opportunities of employmentnearer home,seek
it in a strange climate and alien atmosphereif
he has neither the impulse of imperial service,
nor the lure of a larger personal income?
Thefirst point couldbe metby direct financial
aid as between governments, or channelled
through international institutions; but this depends on the willingness of the tax-pay.ers of
NorthAtlantica to accept this as a conunuing
burden. The second point can hardly be met at
all by State action exceptby still further inroads
on personalliberty. It is also onlyif the case for
aid be generally accepted as a moral imperative
that Westerntrade unionists and others whose
cooperation is necessarycan be got to assist in
the measures for "training on the job," which
are essential if a high rate of development
is to
be maintained.
Foa these reasons three conclusions seem inescapable. In so far as assistance in raising
the standards of living of the underdeveloped
countries is to be a permanentcharge on NorthAttantica, this can only be so if the notion of a
communityof obligations which increasingly
governs the internal arrangements of Western
societies is acceptedin the widersphereof international relations. In the nature of things, this
must take time; new moral standards demanding new sacrifices do not emerge overnight.
Andsome of the actions, and still more some
of the language of the leaders of the newly
enfranchisedStates is hardly calculated to assist
this process in the West.
Secondly, the burdenof creating the institutions of a free society and of spreading its
assumptions amongtheir peoples rests squarely
uponthe shoulders of these same leaders. Freedomcannot be conferred from outside.
Finally, it is the underdevelopedcountries
that must largely take the initiative in finding
the technical meansby which the general concept of aid can be translated into practical
reality under modernconditions.
Before closing I would like to repeat and
amplify one more point which I tried to make
at Milan. If it is necessary that NorthAtlantica
discard those feelings of racial superiority which
have contributed to the odiumoften attached to
it in Asia and Africa, it is equally important
that the underdevelopedcountries should discard a certain inferiority complexwhich often
manifests itself by lofty claims to cultural or
even moral superiority as against the West. Mr.
Nehru’s foreign policy maybe wiser than that
of Western statesmen or less wise; but as has
been shown in the Kashmir case, to look no
further, it is just as muchbounded by considerations of interest as the policy of any other
sovereign country. Nor do Westernintellectuals
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assist in producinga healthy relationship with
the newly enfranchised peoples by proclaiming
the guilt of their ownnations, and acting as
though they had something to expiate. The
record of Western imperialism can hardly yet
be judged, as future historiansmay be able to
judgeit. Its retreat, for goodor evil, is proceeding at such a speed that it will soon be an
accomplishedfact. Whatremains true is that,
whatever the cultural achievementsof Asia and
Africa have been in the past, these continents
have no tradition of a social order based upon
the ideas of freedom that they nowregard as
their right. The building of the newnations is
being done on Western models--and where
these modelsare repudiated, it is in favour of
Soviet Communism,
itself the offshoot or perversion of a Westerncreed. There is no reason
why these countries should be ashamed of
borrowing, nor we of lending. The conditions
exist for a dialogue between equals and one
based on mutual respect. It is the only kind of
dialogue worth having.
M^x BzLoFv
Ox/ord

"The Soviet Crisis"
^ r r s ~ r x ota has been drawn to an
M Varticle
in the Augustissue of ENcouwr~,R
in which Mr. Colin Clark, in the course of a
sweepingattack on Americanstudents of Soviet
economicaffairs, criticises somestatements and
calculations of myown.It is easy to answerthis
criticism and I do so later, but Mr. Clark’s
references to myself are less importantthan his
wholesale condemnation of a large group of
scholarsconcernin, g whoseworkhe is obviously
ill-informed. It is, therefore, necessaryto begin
any reply to himwith a look at the larger issues
that he raises.
Mr. Clark sets out on the trail of "some
interesting mythsand half-truths" about the rate
of growth of the Soviet economy,and traces the
crime--"by a curious paradox," he admits--to
the doorstep of the "type of learned man[who]
seems to be relatively more abundant in the
United States than in Europe." The trouble, it
appears, is that "there are nowin the United
States a numberof large, well-financed, wellknowninstitutions for the carrying out of research into the economicinstitutions of the
Soviet Union, and they are producing, on the
whole, second-rate and uncritical material."
Theseserious chargesare offeredfo, r the reader’s
acceptance largely on Mr. Clark s word. Unfortu-nately for Mr. Clark’s thesis, the modicum
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